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Abstract
We propose the use of a Relational Database
Management System (RDBMS) to support
data storage and scientific analysis for mapped
short DNA reads. For every laboratory utilizing short genomic reads, these data are stored
in several of many flat file or binary formats,
and are handled with a plethora of makeshift
scripts and toolsets. By utilizing a RDBMS,
we can unify the system in which these data
are stored and computed upon. This solution
allows for clean and powerful code integration,
compression, and efficient application via reuse of computation. It allows for powerful and
flexible analysis in a manner that allows the
analyst to decouple themselves from the physical storage mechanisms of the data (classical
physical data independence). For validation,
we set-up a postgres database for millions of
genomic reads, and show that with such a system, working with these data results in greater
simplicity for data management while being
able to perform, in common analysis tasks, on
par or better than currently leading solutions.
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Introduction

The recent advancements in Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) Technologies have transformed the
study of biology ([9]). NGS technologies can generate hundreds of millions of bases of DNA from one
instrument in a matter of days. This large amount of
data is used for many purposes in modern molecular
biology and genetics, including probing the details of
new species or diseased individuals ([8]). Specifically,
each experiment will generate hundreds of millions of
short DNA snippets called reads (which vary in length
from 100 to 400 bases) that come from a particular
sample.
The ever-increasing throughput of these sequencing technologies, currently outpacing Moore’s law ([3]),
means that a single laboratory will have to handle a
terabyte of data after only a handful of experiments.
When the sample has a known genome (e.g. human),
specialized software tools, called mappers, are used to
find the approximate original location of each short

read in the whole genome. This can generate a “density map” of short reads, showing where particular
DNA fragments are often generated from. In certain
types of experiments, these density patterns are very
informative. These include experiments where the sequenced sample corresponds to some actual local biological process of interest (for example, gene expression). In others, finding small single-base differences
in the sequenced reads (from the single reference) is
the goal. Other common experiments involve sequencing of large groups of patients with a particular disease
along with corresponding control groups (e.g. [8]).
The typical manner of interacting with these data
involve large experiments arriving weekly or monthly,
being added to some data storage system (usually simple files), and analyzed. Large analyses (e.g. for a
single publication) may rely on many experiments collected over several months, and aggregating various
types of data from these experiments. From a data
management perspective, this amounts to an OLAP
workload - intensive read-only queries along with infrequent batch inserts of large blocks of data. By using flat files and various individual scripts, this workload quickly becomes hard to manage, occupies a large
amount of disk space and is very cumbersome to develop code for. After a certain amount of time, for
example after a report is published, further analysis
may not be performed on a particular dataset. However, users will want to maintain the data in some recoverable form in order to perform re-analysis, should
that become necessary.
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Current Approaches

As introduced above, current methods for managing
and analyzing genetic data for a group of experiments
of a laboratory are largely based on flat file-based access and custom analysis scripts devised for each particular situation. Due to the flexibility of this approach
and lack of standardization, various flat file formats
have emerged in the last few years, such as FASTQ
([2]) and Staden chromatogram files ([10]). Each of
these files maintains different information in different
formats, as various researchers decide for their immediate task.
In 2009, Li et al. ([6]) published a paper describ-
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Figure 1: Traditional pipeline displaying its intricacies: there are several potential flat or binary files one might
use, and one may run different applications which are tailored to specific a experimental setup of files, which
again result in more data files (maybe even read files again). The files, in turn, may go into useful applications.
The files and applications may vary in format and specifics, implementation language, and so on. Li et al. has
attempted to standardize the field with the SAM and BAM formats and associated tools, but still suffer from
several shortcomings.
ing work aimed at unifying the various formats. They
proposed the SAM format (Sequence Alignment/Map
format) joined by another very compact, compressed
and indexed binary format called BAM (Binary SAM).
The SAM and BAM files are intimately tied together,
and for specific operations tend to be incredibly efficient. However, the files are very restrictive: for example, the columns are pre-specified and extra information is unlikely to be added, the mappings have to
be sorted on mapping position, and unmapped reads
cannot be stored. Li et al. also provided a set of tools
aimed at working very efficiently on these files for certain tasks that many labs might use, called SamTools.
In the past two years, many laboratories have learned
to incorporate SAM and SamTools in their workflow,
although most are still utilizing other flat files for various parts of their pipelines.
Aside from immediate storage of read and mapping
data, results from various analyses are usually stored
in makeshift flat files of whatever format is needed. For
example, a coverage file storing the number of reads
covering each position will likely store two integers per
column in a tab-delimited ascii file, with perhaps a few
more columns that are useful to a very specific task. A
plethora of applications has been developed in various
languages working on all of these various files, creating
a messy web of dependencies and requirements. A figure summarizing and clarifying this workflow is found

in Figure 1.
A small number of large, OLAP-like databases have
been setup by large research conglomerates for storage
and batch retrieval purposes from combined research
groups around the world (Ensembl [1], Sequence Read
Archive [5]).These databases are optimized for very
simple queries on pre-loaded data in interaction with
very small inputs from users (such as finding a single
sequence or batch retrieval for a single experiment), as
well as visualization. They are not built to be usable
on a single laboratory’s data and the more sophisticated types of applications these laboratories would
use, which are normally instead built on flat files and
SamTools.
In contrast to these approaches, we propose using a
Relational Database Management System (RDBMS)
for the storage and handling of genomic data. In summary, this methodology allows for very flexible storage
(formats can change and be compressed as needed),
application development in a consistent system (via
stored procedures and UDFs), storage and management of processed data (such as the coverage example
above), compression, and efficient re-use of computation. In section 3 we introduce our approach, the relational schema and indices used, discuss compression,
and we detail the application framework and its advantages. In section 4 we discuss the results, starting
with code usability before moving on to discuss per-

formance of query families.
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Approach

We propose to utilize a RDBMS system to store, manage and build applications for genomic reads and mappings. We demonstrate such a system via a PostgreSQL 8.4.5 installation, and all of the implementations we discuss in this paper are run under this
system.
3.1

Relational schema and indices

Our schema is designed to hold all relevant information about a sequencing experiment, which is termed
a “run.” For a visual representation of this schema,
consult Figure 2. Runs are grouped into experiments
as larger coherent units. The main two tables are
“reads” and “mappings” table. Each sequencing experiment produces a set of reads. Each alignment of
the sequencing reads (done by a specialized external
program, sometimes right after a read is sequenced)
produces a set of mappings, for each read. There can
be multiple mappings for each read. As an example,
this might occur when multiple alignment programs
are each used to find the originated position of each sequencing read. Experiment-specific metadata is stored
in the run and experiment tables in order to allow
simple queries in downstream analysis. This contrasts
with a single file per experiment approach where analyses that worked across multiple experiments would
first involve a manual step of identifying all relevant
experiment files.
The most intensive queries in our workload involve
positional access to the read positions. This might
entail looking over a set of ranges or over the entire
genome in windowed chunks. We support accesses of
this type with a multi-column clustered B+tree index
over experiments, genomes, and position. Clustering
is accomplished by sorting the reads prior to insertion
in the database. This adds only a small amount of
overhead, which is even less painful since these insertion tasks happen infrequently. Since reads from the
same experiment are always inserted together, the sort
order invariant is maintained.
3.2

Adaptive tables

One of the advantages of working within a declarative system like a relational database is the ability to
exploit logical independence. In many database applications, extra space can be traded for quicker computation time. Our query workload is a good candidate for this technique, since many types of analyses
use very similar intermediate constructs. In competing solutions based on static binary or full text files,
these intermediate quantities would have to be recomputed for every dependent analysis task. If these intermediate results are stored, it is typically directly

to disk, sacrificing some amount of space and computation time (in, for example, a naive full text format
designed and programmed on-the-fly). Custom saving and parsing code will have to be written for these
tasks. If the intermediate results are not saved in such
a fashion, the core task will impose a (possibly very
large) overhead on all dependent tasks.
In our relational system, we can make the database
system generate and use this precomputed data without changing the user’s queries. To implement this,
we used postgres UDFs as table sources for common
results that are frequently used as subqueries. Two
examples are a precomputed join of read nucleotides
and positions for a specific alignment and experiment
and a table reporting the number of reads overlapping each genome position. When a user accesses these
quantities through the UDF, the function checks in an
auxiliary table to see if precomputed data is available
to answer the specific query. If it is not, it performs
the requisite computation directly. We note that this
is not optimal because the current postgres optimizer
does not optimize within functions (for example, push
a selective predicate into the function) when they are
used as table sources (or written in PL/Python). However, the size of the tables our UDFs return are typically small, and the queries using their results rarely
apply selective predicates that are not already built
in the UDF and that might improve performance dramatically if pushed within the function.
3.3

Compression

It is important to note that the most space in the
database is occupied by the sequence and quality values of a read itself. The specific byte usage varies
with the length of the read, but a 76-long read will
have at least 152 bytes allocated just for the sequence and quality values, while all other data is much
smaller. Unfortunately, compressing the quality values
per-record is likely to be inefficient since the values
have variations that are close to random but not small
enough for delta encoding. As a proof-of-concept, we
tested a per-record zlib compression of these quality
values and found little improvement. The sequence of
a particular read also appears random, and therefore
hard to compress. A zlib implementation shows that
only some of the reads are compressible, specifically
in large repeat regions. However, we note that nucleotides are represented as chars in almost all formats
(with the notable exception being the binary BAM),
therefore each using 8 bits. However, the DNA alphabet only includes 4 or 5 letters: the 4 possible nucleotides, and, if the sequencing allows, an N letter
to indicate an uncertain base, but this is very rare.
Therefore, we most often need only 2 bits per nucleotide, giving us approximately 4x compression over
the read sequences. In our setup, we implement a couple of UDFs that can be automatically called when
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Figure 2: The schema used in our setup and implementations.
inserting reads or using their sequence (equivalent to
creating a custom postgres type). In general, this implementation provides a trade-off between space and
performance: with the compression UDFs in use, inserting may take longer to process while the storage
of those reads will be less. Using the compressed sequences might be faster, since the system has to read
less from disk, or slower, if the system needs to massively decompress all sequences.
This letter compression is an example of a simple scheme that can be used in general, i.e. it is
not tied to the database system, but is very cleanly
implementable in the RDBMS system as a compress/decompress UDF to be used with read/writes
if necessary. In an external application, working with
either flat or binary files, this compression is still possible, but is very cumbersome to work with, especially
if different attributes are compressed and others are
not, or are compressed differently.
The tradeoffs navigated by the binary format BAM,
along with its resulting storage performance, is presented in section 4.3.
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Results and Discussion

In this section we discuss at length the usability of the
code, performance of implemented applications, storage, and some future directions.
4.1

Usability

By using a RDBMS (Postgres 8.4.5) for our data management and application development, we are building
code on top of a already well-designed and in some

cases optimized engine. By using simple languages
such as SQL and Python, we can build UDFs that extract information with many filters and patterns from
various tables, perform joins and more complicated operations, and create tables of results with fixed or arbitrary attributes all in very few and readable lines of
code.
These properties bring us two advantages which are
of specific importance to the read management problem.
Firstly, note that when working with files, toolsets
such as SamTools tend to separate data from different experimental runs in different files, and force constraints on them such as the need to be sorted. Also,
they will most often have a very fixed format which
cannot be extended easily. Through the power of SQL
code and the foundation of a RDBMS, we can maintain
our data in large tables without the need to separate
tables for each experimental run. This allows us to
perform cross-experiment and cross-reference comparisons with very specific filters and joins that efficiently
utilize indices. Therefore, we have very simple code
for combining datasets and tasks, which although possible with SamTools, is very cumbersome. Similarly,
through a RDBMS we can choose to store more metadata for a read (such as parameters used), an experiment (such as the date it was done or the researcher in
charge), or a temporary table that we compute (when
was it computed, using what values). This is much
harder to do with files such as BAM/SAM which have
entire toolsets and extensions built that depend on a
their pre-defined format, while it is trivial to do in
postgre (simply add a column which has some default

value for any existing data) without affecting any of
the already-written code. Such metadata allows us to
perform queries such as Extract all reads by experimenter X done between these dates, using temporary
tables built after some data if available. Such queries
are (almost) impossible on SAM/BAM or other formats.
Secondly, the compact nature of SQL allows us to
do the selections, joins, aggregations and so on in very
few lines of code. Such operations, although mundane,
may take many lines in large packages with various
input/output files. As a quick comparison, for the
Consensus Calling application (see next section for
details), we require 5 SQL statments, which can be
elgantly written in less than 40 very short lines (this includes a couple of function declarations). The code for
the same application has hundreds of lines in Toolsets
such as SamTools or Savant [11].
We note an important condition of this simple and
powerful code generation: the user need to know at
least one of SQL, Python or PlPgSQL in order to create these UDFs. Therefore, there might be a small
training time before this type of code can be developed.
4.2

Performance

In this section we compare the running time of a few
standard (though not necessarily easy) applications,
which we have implemented as SQL/Python UDFs in
our postgres setup as well as python wrappers running
on top of the SamTools toolset for SAM and BAM for
comparison.
We reiterate from section 3.1 that for most of the
applications we can make use of similar low level computations, and therefore storing the results of this computation in a temporary table may help improve performance. In fact, in several of the implementations
we present results for naive implementations (which
re-compute results) and smarter implementations that
use temporary stored tables. A concrete example of
such a table is an explosion of all the sequences of
all reads from experiment run E that mapped to reference R: exploded E R(position, letter), so that we
have very quick access to specific letters in specific positions or ranges - this computation involves processing
a join and performing string operations, which are together handled by a Python UDF. A index on position
is also very helpful here. Such tables may take some
time to compute (a few minutes for 10 million reads),
but this computation is only needed one time, and in
general the tables will not be very big (a few hundred
Mb). Note that while it is also possible to pre-compute
such files when using the traditional pipeline (tools like
Samtools), doing so is both inconvenient and may not
be helpful. In particular, much code is developed and
refined with its own algorithm inside the toolset, and
forcing it to use a particular temporary file might not

be very efficient due to the need of changing to a lessefficiently-implemented method.
For reference, all benchmarks were performed on a
16-core machine (Intel Xeon CPUs at 2.3 Ghz) with
48 Gb of main memory. Persistent storage was a local
RAID array capable of sustaining reads at 200 Mb/sec.
Postgres was allowed to take advantage of this highmemory environment (and few-user OLAP workload)
by allowing 4 Gb of temporary buffers and working
memory (but no artificial increase in speed was done i.e. tables were not pre-loaded in memory or anything
of the sort). To optimize batch insert, forced filesystem
commits (fsync) were disabled. No optimizer tuning
was attempted.
The following queries were compared:
• Simple coverage computation. Samtools is
optimized for this type of query, having a large Cbased library and Python wrappers for computing
this computation, for both SAM and BAM files.
We implement Python wrappers for using these
tools with our data in both SAM and BAM format. Inside the RDBMS, we implement both a
naive implementation that only utilizes the persistent data tables, as well as a smarter implementation that uses an exploded sequence temporary
table. From Figure 3 we can see the fastest application is SamTools running on the binary BAM
files, as is expected considering the optimizations
performed for this specific query. However, our
naive implementation will outperform the SAM
flat file results alone - and this is achieved by
the fact that postgres utilizes our clusters over
read experiments, alignment references, and alignment position (and is in general perhaps helped
by having to read less data due to compression).
If we make use of precomputed tables (specifically,
one similar to exploded described above) we can
achieve a runtime relatively close to the stateof-the art BAM results. If we wish to only use
half of the reference (i.e. only work with reads
that align under the 25 million reads position),
we achieve a strong improvement in the database
implementation runtimes due to the available indices, whereas the improvements for SAM/BAM
are less dramatic. We note similar results for another range query on a different reference as well.
• Coverage Histogram computation. Another
popular query is to compute the distribution of
coverage across a genome. Since this is most simply achieved by computing the coverage first, the
results are very similar to the above query’s results.
• Consensus calling. An important application
is to decide the winning nucleotide for each position. Sequencers and aligners make mistakes,
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Figure 3: A summary of our results. This figure reflects the numbers illustrated in Figure 4 and is included here
for more efficient visual comparison. Please see Figure 4 for a quick overview of the data. Note that runtime for
queries 5-9 are re-scaled for display purposes.
and therefore different reads might support different letters at a particular position. A simple
approach is to have a voting system where each
read votes for the nucleotide at each position.
While SamTools offers a pileup command which
helps with accessing data in a piled-up manner,
a Python wrapper still needs to be implemented
to correctly address the voting procedure. Upon
implementing this for SAM and BAM, we also
built consensus calling as UDFs in SQL, again in
a naive way as well as assuming temporary table
re-use (the exploded table in the example). The
results in Figure 3 show great performance of the
database: The naive implementation can strongly
outperform the flat file pipeline, and, with smart
usage of precomputed tables the DB implementation will outperform even the SamTools on BAM
combination. This is achieved because the precomputed tables provide very quick access to the
precise data format needed (in this case, a (position, letter vote) pair for each basepair of each
read), while this is not available or easily implementable in a toolset like SamTools.
• Motif Finding and Nucleotide frequency.
Motif finding refers to finding a substring of
bases in the final genome of an organism (or part
thereof). Motif finding from read data can be
done via several algorithms, but a simple and direct choice is to perform a consensus calling (explained above) and then proceed to do a substring
search. Similarly, a nucleotide frequency calculation (computing the frequency of each letter) is
fast if the consensus sequence is available. Both of
these computations are extremely popular queries

in bioinformatics. In Figure 3 we can see that, as
expected, the times are very similar to the times of
consensus query, as this is the dominating computation, and the actual motif search of frequency
arithmetic is trivial. However, there is another
trade-off between space and performance that is
very comfortable in the database system: with
a single line of code, we can save the consensus
vote in a table at the cost of some storage space
(and can also store some metadata about when
the table was computed). Then, upon revisiting
this data with the type of queries similar to motif finding and nucleotide frequency, one has the
choice to simply utilize this data and skip the previous computation. In fact, if an index is built on
this temporary table, even faster and more powerful computations are possible. While one has
the choice store the temporary result with other
tools as well, it is generally much more cumbersome, and will likely not benefit from the help of
an index unless large amount of code is written.
• Sequencing Letter Frequency. When counting the frequency of each nucleotide sequenced,
we observe a very similar pattern where the SamTools/BAM combination will perform very well
and a SQL implementation using a very basic precomputed tables (here a exploded nucleotides per
position) will perform even better.
• Sequences flanking coverage peaks. This
is an example of a more complicated operation.
Here, we look for regions which have strong coverage peaks (in our example, more than 2000x coverage in chromosome 22 - 316 such peaks out of
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Figure 4: For queries based on coverage computation [1-4], for which SamTools is particulary well suited, we
note that the Samtools/BAM combination outperforms all other methods. However, our SQL/Python implementations in Postgres performance will approach this runtime when using pre-computed tables as described in
the text. For more complicated work, we see the Samtools/Bam combination will still perform very well, but in
some instances we are able to out-perform it by using certain pre-computed tables if these are available. If not,
we will still outperform Samtools/Sam (flat file) formats, which are still widely used.
50 million basepairs), and extract the sequences
flanking these regions for further research down
the line. This application mixes computation at
which SamTools is specifically tuned for (coverage computation, which we saw in the first query)
with slightly more complex operations. We notice
a similar result pattern (again shown in Figure 3
and Figure 4) where a DB implementation that
utilizes basic pre-computed tables (in this case,
nucleotides spread per position), will out-perform
all other implementations. In fact, even with just
the very basic table used previously (exploded nucleotides per position), the SQL implementation
only takes 27.5 seconds, still outperforming all
others.
These results are summarized in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
4.3

Storage

In this section we briefly address the storage used by
the RDBMS and other files for the dataset used above.
The numbers of the persistent storage is shown in
Figure 5. We see that flat files and non-compressed
data in the database will occupy in the range of 800 1200 MB for the given data. If we apply compression
to the sequence column, we are able to save about
30% of the total disk space, with this version of the
data occupying 703 Mb. While we’ve experimented
with other compression functions (such as compressing
quality values with zlib, which was not very efficient),
the important result of this section is that the storage
for a few million reads in the RDBMS is on par with
today’s other storage systems. Consequently, a precomputed temporary table such as the exploded table
described above will generally take a couple of hundred

megabytes for an experiment - thus whether stored in
memory or on disk, it will not be of a problematic size.
Note that the BAM file format is much more compressed. The reason for this stems from the fact that a
BAM file is pre-determined in format, only applies to
a specific experiment, and is sorted. It employs a compression library similar to zlib (BGZF) that supports
random access while compressed. This allows for major compression not just for each record, but across all
sequences and quality values (experiment-wide redundancy is reduced). In other words, by restricting and
specifying the format, the authors are able to take advantage or their organization specifically designed to
achieve great compression.
4.4

Future Work

There are several possible areas for improvement in our
current system. First, we could achieve deeper integration between postgres and our use of precomputed
tables. This might allow the use of completly unmodified queries instead of using UDFs as table sources.
If deeply integrated into postgres, this would also allow the optimizer to work more efficiently, perhaps
by applying selective predicates deeper in the query
plan. Secondly, we might manage the precomputation process automatically. For instance, table triggers could measure the query usage on specific experiments and start the precomputation process when an
experiment is heavily used. When the workload on
an experiment drops, or when disk space is running
low, experiments that have not been recently used can
drop their precomputed tables. Currently, the precomputation process is explicitly driven by the user.
Also, we could reimplement some of our UDFs in C
for better performance. As an example, our bit com-
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Figure 5: The storage used by various files for the reads of our experiment.
pression function for DNA sequence reads is written
in PL/Python. A compiled C function would provide
much greater performance. Finally, we might explore
a hybrid BAM/postgres solution that uses BAM for
storage at the table level. We explored a initial version
of this using a Python library interfacing with BAM
files, but the overhead for converting records into postgres led to very poor performance.
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Conclusion

In this project we proposed the use of Relational
Database Management Systems to maintain and build
applications for genomic data resulting from NextGeneration Sequencing technologies. These data are
plagued in the research field by a plethora of file formats and toolsets that together result in very messy
and inefficient pipelines. As SamTools is working towards unifying formatting standards, many shortcomings remain. By utilizing a RDBMS for this data, we
can unify to a system in which all computation and
data is maintained while being flexible and efficient
with the data formats. This solution also allows for
seamless compression and use of metadata for queries
that are otherwise impossible with conventional methods. In terms of application development, the ability
to utilize previously computed data without complicated code and overhead allows for very efficient query
development.
To support our proposal and theoretical development we set up a Postgres 8.4.5 database with 16
million actual sequencing reads, and built compression and application UDFs. We showed that while our
storage requirements are on the same order as those of
other file systems, we can easily outperform even the
best flat-file toolset in most queries, and with careful
re-use of computation we can perform on par (or even
outperform) even the best binary indexed toolsets. We
therefore propose that the use of RDBMS for read
management is a promising avenue of further research
and of heavy interest to sequencing researchers.
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